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My dogs if they are not with me, and walking with
them in the woods to the creek. I love Kentucky. My
ancestry goes back to Ft. Boonesboro, and our family
has been settled here since 1798. Although I did not
grow up here, I always cried when leaving after visiting
my grandparents. To be here now with Wayne on
this beautiful farm after so much travel this year is a
wonderful feeling.
Navigator David Getz.
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From whom have you learned
the most about carriage driving?

Everyone I have worked with have had a positive
impact on my development. We have some great
talent in this country. I have trained with Larry Poulin,
Bill Lower, Sterling Graburn, Joe Yoder, Thorsten
Zarembowitz, Tracey Morgan, and most recently
Marco Freund. For me Bram Chardon is the ultimate
mentor and person of influence in my training. But
it is my husband Wayne Humphreys, whose pony
Cefnoakpark Bouncer won the gold medal in 2005,
who is my all around guy. I always trust his advice
and management style, and he builds the best cones
courses for me to practice.
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Favorite Carriage Driving
Experience?

I would say to-date my first Live Oak Advanced
Marathon in 2017. It was clean and fast, and I
remembered everything. My navigator Jeannie Abbot
and I cried all the way back to the barn after it was
over. Tears of joy, what a rush.
Then the other is attending this year’s FEI World
Driving Pony Championships, not as a competitor
(although we actually qualified, but we need some
more time) but as media. To be able to watch and
photograph every competitor in every phase, then
review and study the photos and videos Wayne took
later, has been an incredible opportunity.
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What do you miss most about
home when you are on the road?
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Do you have any hidden
talents?

When there is time, I love work on our farm in
Kentucky on the house and guest house. We have
recently moved here from Virginia after Wayne’s farm
sold, and are blending our lives and possessions. I love
creating an inspiring environment for working on the
websites, and photos. We also enjoy entertaining friends
and having great dinners.
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What are your hobbies outside
of carriage driving?

My life and all we do are my hobbies. I have been
blessed to be able to develop a career around all the
things I love to do; take photos, write, travel, and have
ponies to care for.
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What would be at the top of
your bucket list these days?

To take my ponies to Europe and stay and train at
Manage, Chardon (NED) and compete in some shows
over there.
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If you could have dinner with
one person from history, alive
to dead, who would it be?

Oprah Winfrey :) Then I would take her for a carriage
ride.

